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It could be worse. It could be
raining.
~ Young Frankenstein

Action Movie
Victims
By Frank McGuire ~ Daily Bull

This one goes out to all the
poor bastards that happen
to be in action movies. I do
not mean the bad guys that
get the shit kicked outta them
by the good guys, or even
the good guys who have to
do everything on their own
because no one else can do
anything (apparently). This
goes to the poor bastard
that is just taking his morning drive to work when all
of a sudden BAM! A fucking
dude crushes his car into the
pavement (think Matrix).
Or think about the nice lady
who is just driving along
when all of a sudden some
jackass plows into the side
of her minivan and tears off,
then the second car comes
and pushes her the rest of the
way off the road. Then there
are the poor people who
are just peacefully sleeping
in their homes when all of a
sudden car alarms start going off all down the street.
...see who dies first? on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like editorial control!

Yummy... Fireproof!

Maze of Delicious

By Olivia Zajac ~ Daily Bull

There has been a recent discovery here covery of our generation; Coco Puffs
at Michigan Tech. A group of students are flame retardant.
attempting to do a standard P.Chem The lab TA and instructor seemed just as
lab have made an amazing leap in the baffled as the four undergraduates did.
advancement of fire safety. The lab was “We had heard rumors that this was true.
simple enough; bring in cereal for use With our prayers and sacrifices of those
in a bomb calorimeter to determine who fail UChem to the Chem Gods, we
the energy
knew we
of comwere due
bustion of
for a mirathe cereal.
cle soon!”
Never did
Now, why
they realis this disize how
covery so
much the
important?
choice
Coco Puffs,
in ce re al
as comw o u l d
pared to
change
other flame
the paths
retardant
FIRE?! HERE LET ME GET THAT FOR YOU!
of their
materials,
education, and their very lives.
are crazy cheap to produce in mass
After a few failed attempts to com- quantities. Think of how much this
bust Coco Puffs, the group became will save the country! Need a cheap,
dismayed. Once they took apart the efficient fire blanket? Coco Puffs. Large
bomb to discover the origins of the grease fire? Throw some Coco Puffs on
mishap they found something strange. it! Want to give your kids some fireproof
The ignition had gotten the charge, but and delicious pajamas? COCO PUFFS.
there was no sign of burn or scars on When asked what these lucky chemithe Coco Puff. Everyone stared in dis- cal engineers would do with their new
belief. “It can’t be true…” one of them discovery, it was a mutual feeling to
murmured. It is true. This unsuspecting “make boatloads of cash” off of it. “Think
lab group made the breakthrough dis- about the possibilities,” one said. “With

...see Firefighters on back

Last day to vote for Homecoming!
VOTE EERC TREE!

Brought to you by Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks

GO!

Have an idea for a maze obstacle? Hit us up at bull@mtu.edu

... Firefighters from front

Coco Puffs being flame retardant, all
we really need to do is get dibs on the
patent and then figure out the awesome chemistry shit that goes with
it. We can do that. We’re engineers.”
“We also intend to extend our research to the physical effects that
Coco Puffs have after being ingested.
I mean, there has to be some sort of
mutation after people have been eating these things forever. It’s very much
possible that we’re flame retardant as
well. Unfortunately, we haven’t been
able to find anyone willing to let us
experiment on them. What’s so harmful about swallowing a few matches
or letting us light you on fire to see if
people are flame-proof on the inside
or outside?”
Firefighters everywhere are excited
about switching over from their boring
ol’ fire-hoses to new and improved
Coco Puff Sprayers. What a delicious
image that makes: Farm is on fire because that stupid cow kicked over a
lantern again. Firetrucks come howling
onto the scene, sirens blaring. Fire-
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fighters come out armed in Coco Puff
stuffed jackets. They are hauling their
hose and turn on the pressure, and
out in a sudden burst shoots Coco
Puffs, smashed into crumbs from the
high pressure. The smell of hot cocoa
fills the air and the flames slowly subside to curls of black-brown smoke.
Smoldering piles of debris litter the
ground. A few low “moo~”s make
their way through the wreckage. And
the celebration commences; a bowl
of delicious, fireproof Coco Puffs.

Things to do in Class
by Sandra Custer ~ Daily Bull

Ah the third week of classes, homework is getting heavier,
classes are becoming boring. Say you are finished reading the
bulls you have saved up and yet you still have another class to
sit through what do you do? Here are things that I have done
or have seen others do during a class.
10. Pay Attention: It never hurts to actually take notes on what
that man up front is saying. Who knows, it might be on the
exam next week!

9. Do homework: Work on homework that is due; it will keep
non-class time free to do other important things, like vidVote for Meg Heinlein! your
eo games or hanging out with friends who are also keeping
Sponsored by the Michigan Tech Rugby Team
their nights open.
8. Be THAT Kid: Ask questions every five minutes in class, either
on the subject the professor just explained saying you don’t
get it, ask what the best way to hide a body with what you
just learned, or just rephrase what the professor said. Warning,
people in class will start to hate you.

VOTE ‘TIL 5 P.M.TODAY

7. Play on your laptop: Have a laptop, bring it in and play some
games, as long as the sound is off it will look like you’re taking
notes. OR you could surf the web and talk to your friends on
facebook. Use class time to entertain yourself while the nights
are filled with HW and studying.

... who dies first? from front

Open the door to find out that some assholes had just come through and
blown up half the cars, and the other half have been turned into bumpers
for an all out car chase. Then there are the people who are just trying to
make a livelihood selling fruit on the street and BOOM! Their whole cart
explodes in a shower of fruit parts and juice as some pissant blows through
it to cut the corner a whole 10 feet.

6. Play Games: If you sit in the back of the class bring
your hand held gaming system of your choice with full
batteries and sit back and play your favorite game. Again
make sure you don’t have the volume on and don’t get
overly exceed when you beat that final boss in the new
Kingdom Heart’s game. [Editor’s Note: This is why I only
got a B in World Cultures. Pokemon Blue is still the best]
5. Sleep: If you are studying and playing games all night
catch up on the zzz’s during those long drawn out talks,
beauty sleep way more important than anything said.
4. Read A Book: Pull out a good book and crack it open
in your lap or on your table. Get pulled to another place
and time that isn’t Fisher 139 and isn’t UChem.
3. Draw: Be creative and draw random things like dragons or even your professor how he or she really looks
in your head!
2. Race Your Row: Who cares if you have already done
the word search in another class? Grab another Sunshine’s Searcher and race those sitting in your row for
bragging rights. See who can finish the searcher first in
the hour or hour and a half that class is.
1. Make Paper Airplanes: Done with the bull? Practice
the art of origami or just make paper airplanes out of the
used Bulls. Leave a paper Bull on the desk as a present
for the next student that comes in for a class.

being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Make it a wonderful love story,
and right at the end a large tire from an exploded airplane comes through
and kills the couple. Just make sure that the movies are not like Final Destination or whatever those movies were, those were not about good guys
beating the bad guys!

Picture this, you are shopping in the mall with your girlfriend who is going
to try on clothes for you, she steps into the changing stall and CRASH! A
fucking car comes flying through the wall, not only squishing your girlfriend
but ruining your while afternoon. Then there are the poor bastards who are
on the airplane when the bad dude, just to prove some worthless point,
decides that your airplane is the one to be blown up. What the hell did
you ever do to him?
I think there needs to be a movie about these people, make it a comedy
or something that ends with a huge semi exploding and blowing their car
to pieces. Make it a tragedy of some poor bastard’s week where he keeps

No one ever stopped to consider that maybe Grandma was the one smashing
into people all this time. Today’s a day for vapor trails...

